Nathan Simpson
> Head of Development & Digital Recruitment
I have 10 years of IT recruitment experience specializing in software, digital &
enterprise technology delivery.
I’ve been lucky enough to work with some awesome companies throughout my
career, from embryonic start-ups launching exciting “world-first” products, tech
innovators, through to global brands and large corporate blue-chips.
I work as a recruiter partner, not a supplier and enjoy getting immersed in hiring
strategy & process whenever possible.
80+ recommendations and counting so I must be doing something right 😉

MY EXPERTISE:

>
>
>
>

Software Engineering
.Net/C# & Microsoft stack
Java, Python, PHP, Ruby
Cloud & Dev-Ops

>
>
>
>

Web and Mobile
JavaScript & frameworks
iOS & Android
Cross-platform

>
>
>
>

Architecture & Delivery
Enterprise Architecture
Solution Architecture
BA & Agile Delivery

www.linkedin.com/in/TheTrueTechRecruiter
RECOMMENDATIONS:

“We have worked with Nathan
and the team at TechNET for just
over 4 years and over that time
have found them to be a very
helpful recruitment agency. What
we like about them is that they’re
honest, they take the time to
really listen to us and understand
how our unique business works,
what our culture means and what
kind of people and talent we look
for. TechNET’s assistance with
challenging positions has proved
invaluable and we view them as
partner and company we can rely
on, not just a supplier”
Karren Cullis
HR & Recruitment Partner

“Nathan and his team at TechNET have
made an outstanding impact and
contribution to easyJet’s recent
technology recruitment drive. We
partnered with TechNet due to their
long-standing reputation for delivering
results and they exceeded our
expectations. They were tasked with
delivering on particularly challenging
positions which other agencies had
historically struggled to deliver on. What
stood out to us was how Nathan and his
team approached our recruitment with a
high attention to detail, a deep
understanding of the market and how
they partnered with us to translate our
vision to the candidate audience. All in
all we have been impressed with their
results and would highly recommend
their services.”
Sophie Hollick
Technology Recruitment Partner

“Nathan is one of the best recruiters I ever worked with truly dedicated, professional and extremely knowledgeable
in area of software development (especially Microsoft
technologies). I really value his ability to build credible
relationships with technical candidates (often quite difficult
coming from non-technical background)”
Kasia Oslowska – Talent Manager

CONTACT:

nsimpson@technet-digital.co.uk

01908 929 065

“It’s been a great pleasure to work
with Nathan - highly professional,
brilliant in communication, he
unmistakably identified a job
opportunity that perfectly meets
my expectations and connected
me with my dream company!”
Olena Mulyar - Sweden
Quality Assurance Engineer

“Nathan did an amazing job with my
recruitment on Dimension Data. He
was very professional dealing with all
this process and very helpful to
answer all my questions. Thanks to
him, I'm very happy to work on my
current position at DD.”
Goncalo Goncalves - Portugal
Application Developer

Nathan has been a great help for me while searching for a job,
he gave me intel on the company, advice on the interviews and
support for all my questions. He also gave me assistance for
different questions about relocating and about the differences
between UK and Italy job markets, he definitely went all the way
in being the greatest help he could!
Matteo Pieroni – Italy
Front-end Developer

“Nathan helped me land my
first job in the UK in no
time. He is an experienced
recruiter who is very
thorough, efficient and all
over good at his job.”
Zack Maroudis – Greece
Web Developer

Nathan ranks among the best I have worked with;
he obviously takes his time to understand the
roles forming a candidate's past and match them
to future projects. On a couple of occasions
when I needed Nathan's support, I was reassured
within hours. I will be looking for opportunities to
work with him again.
Kieran Meckin - Technical Business Analyst

“Nathan is extremely efficient
and professional. It only took
a few days from when he first
contacted me about an
opportunity and until I had
completed the interview
process and the employer
offered me the position. I
strongly recommend Nathan.
He sets the bar very high.”
Jonas Christiansen
Business Analyst
“Nathan did an excellent job of
supporting me through the
entire recruitment process. He
ensured i received the
information and guidance i
needed to prepare thoroughly
for interviews . He also provided
briefings and background
information to facilitate the
whole process and secure the
position i was looking for. Great
work - thank you!”
Richard Puddephatt
Senior Technology Manager

I really enjoyed working with
Nathan. I was looking for Senior
Dev roles with cutting edge .NET
start-ups and an emphasis on
cloud and SAAS. He connected
me with two great companies.

“One of the most involved
recruiters I worked with,
professional, extremely
knowledgeable, you can tell
he loves what he does”

Rich Reeves – Senior Developer

Nathan contacted me about a few of positions, all of
them matching my skills and background. He gave an
informative and objective introduction to the
companies and positions, allowing me to shortlist the
best fits and focus my attention well.
Gyorgy Hingyi- Hungary
Senior Full Stack Developer

“… I found Nathan to be very professional and
proactive. Nathan was very upfront and transparent
throughout the recruitment process. Not only was he
constantly in touch but also his interview tips were
extremely helpful. He made sure that I got quick and
regular updates and pushed to get my interviews
scheduled even though he was away on a holiday”
Rupika Setia - Portfolio & Programme Manager

“Nathan is very approachable as a recruiter and it was
clear from the onset that he understood his client's
needs very well. He presented helpful and honest
insights and was fully supportive during the
recruitment process. He took time discuss the
opportunity, respond to questions and always provided
timely updates throughout the process. Even whilst he
was away on holiday he took time out to check in and
respond to queries.”
Sadee Akhtar – Senior Business Analyst

“Nathan and the TechNET team helped us find two Infrastructure Engineers to aid with
team expansion. The team took the time to get to know us, our requirements and our
environment which helped us find the right people. Thanks!”
Simon Challis – Infrastructure & DBA Manager

CONTACT:

nsimpson@technet-digital.co.uk

Dacian Miron – Romania
.Net Web Developer

01908 929 065

“I can unreservedly
recommend Nathan as a
top notch recruiting
professional. Nathan
recruited me for my current
role, and it's safe to say he
is largely the reason I
accepted the offer. His
commitment, engagement,
personality and
professionalism are
excellent, and I will not
hesitate to contact Nathan
in future; a great person to
know for the career-minded
IT professional.”
Steven Alison
Solution Architect
“Nathan has been a
pleasure to work with.
He goes out of his
way to make the
smallest of differences.
Very professional and
full of advice for
candidates wanting to
look for opportunities.”
Kyle Spindler
Technical Architect

